GEOMETRICS
2190 Fortune Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
408-954-0522
Fax: 408-954-0902

GEODE/DZ/NZ/ST/ES3000 SEISMIC OPERATING SOFTWARE (SOS)
LIMITED USE LICENSE AGREEMENT

You should carefully read the following terms and conditions before installing this software. By installing
the software you are agreeing to become bound by the terms of this agreement and indicating your
acceptance of these terms and conditions. If you do not agree with them you should return the software
Geometrics, Inc.

Geometrics, Inc., an OYO Corporation, provides the seismograph computer software (seismograph
operating software, referred to as "the SOS") and licenses its use. You assume full responsibility for the
selection of the correct the SOS to achieve your intended results and for the installation, use and results
obtained from the Program.

LICENSE:

a)
In consideration of the payment of a license fee, you are granted a personal, non-transferable
license to use the SOS under the terms stated in this Agreement. You own the diskette or other
physical media on which the SOS is provided under this Agreement, but all title and ownership of the
SOS and enclosed related documentation "("Documentation"), and all other rights not expressly
granted to you under this Agreement, remain in Geometrics, Inc.;

b)

The SOS must be used by you only on a single computer;

c)
You and your employees and agents are required to protect the confidentiality of the SOS. You
many not distribute or otherwise make the SOS or Documentation available to any third party;

d)
You may not copy or reproduce the SOS or Documentation for any purpose except you may
make one (1) copy of the SOS if the SOS is not copy-protected, in machine readable or printed form for
backup purposes only in support of your use of the SOS on a single computer. You must reproduce and
include the Geometrics, Inc. copyright notice on the Backup
copy of the SOS;

e)
Any portion of the SOS merged into or used in conjunction with another program will continue
to be the property of Geometrics and subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. You must
reproduce and include the copyright notice on any portion merged into or used in conjunction with
another program;

f)
You may not sublease, assign, or otherwise transfer the SOS or this licenses to any other person
without the prior written consent of GEOMETRICS. Any authorized transferee of the SOS will be bound
by the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

g)
You acknowledge that you are receiving only a Limited License to use the SOS and
Documentation and GEOMETRICS retains title to the SOS and Documentation.

You acknowledge that GEOMETRICS has a valuable proprietary interest in the SOS and Documentation.

You may not use, copy, modify, or transfer the SOS or Documentation, or any copy, modification, or
merged portion, in whole or in part, except as expressly provided for this Agreement.

If you transfer possession of any copy, modification, or merged portion of the SOS or Documentation to
another party, your license is automatically terminated.

TERM

The license granted to you is effective until terminated. You may terminate it at any time by returning
the SOS and Documentation to GEOMETRICS together with all copies, modifications, and merged
portions in any form. The license will also terminate upon conditions set forth elsewhere in this
Agreement or if you fail to comply with any term or condition of this Agreement. You agree upon such
termination to return the SOS and Documentation to GEOMETRICS together with all copies,
modifications, and merged portions in any form. Upon termination, GEOMETRICS can also enforce any
rights provided by law. The provisions of this Agreement which protect the proprietary rights of

GEOMETRICS will continue in force after termination. Compensation for the return of the software is at
Geometrics sole discretion.

LIMITED WARRANTY

GEOMETRICS warrants as the sole warranty provided to you that the diskette(s) on which the SOS is
furnished will be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and conditions for a
period of ninety (90) days from the date of delivery to you as evidenced by a copy of your receipt. No
distributor, dealer, or any other entity or person is authorized to expand or alter either this warranty or
this Agreement; any such representation will not bind GEOMETRICS.

GEOMETRICS does not warrant that the functions contained in the SOS will meet your requirements or
that the operation of the SOS will be uninterrupted or error-free.

Except as stated above in this section, the SOS and Documentation are provided "as is" without
warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. You assume the entire risk as to the quality and
performance of the program and documentation. 'Should the program prove defective, you (and not
GEOMETRICS or any authorized GEOMETRICS distributor or dealer) assume the entire cost of all
necessary servicing, repair, or correction.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to
state. Some states do not allow the exclusion of implied warranties, so the above exclusion may not
apply to you.

LIMITATION OF REMEDIES

GEOMETRICS's entire liability and you exclusive remedy will be:

The replacement of any diskette not meeting GEOMETRICS's "Limited Warranty" explained above and
which is returned to GEOMETRICS with a copy of your receipt; or

b)
If GEOMETRICS is unable to deliver a replacement diskette which conforms to the warranty
provided under this Agreement, you may terminate this Agreement by returning the SOS and
Documentation to GEOMETRICS and your license fee will be refunded.

IMPORTANT: If you must ship the SOS and Documentation to GEOMETRICS, you must prepay shipping
and either insure the SOS and Documentation or assume all risk of loss or damage in transit. To replace
a defective diskette during the ninety (90) day warranty period, if you are returning the medium to
GEOMETRICS, please send us your name and address, the defective medium and a copy of your receipt
at the address provided below.

In no event will GEOMETRICS be liable to you for any damages, direct, indirect, incidental, or
consequential, including damages for any lost profits, lost sales, or other incidental or consequential
damages. arising out of the use or inability to use the SOS and Documentation, even if GEOMETRICS has
been advised of the possibility of such damages, or for any claim by any other party. Some states do not
allow the limitation or exclusion of liability for incidental or consequential damages, so the above
limitation or exclusion many not apply to you. In no event will GEOMETRICS's liability for damages to
you or any other person ever exceed the amount of the license fee paid by you to use the SOS,
regardless of the form of the claim.

U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS

The SOS and Documentation are provided with restricted rights. Use, duplications, or disclosure by the
U.S. Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in subdivision (b)(3)(ii) of the Rights in Technical
Data and Computer Software clause at 252.277-7013. Contract/manufacturer is Geometrics, Inc. 2190
Fortune Drive, San Jose, CA 95131.

GENERAL

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of California (except federal law governs copyrights
and registered trademarks). If any provision of this Agreement is deemed invalid by any court having
jurisdiction, that particular provision will be deemed deleted and will not affect the validity of any other
provision of this Agreement.

Should you have any questions concerning this Agreement, you may contact GEOMETRICS by writing
Geometrics, 2190 Fortune Drive, San Jose, CA 95131 U.S.A, or by contacting Geometrics by email at
sales@mail.geometrics.com.

You acknowledge that you have read this agreement, understand it and agree to be bound by its terms
and conditions. You further agree that it is the complete and exclusive statement of the Agreement
between you and GEOMETRICS which supersedes any proposal or prior Agreement, oral or written, and
any other communications between us relating to the subject matter of this Agreement.

